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t wasn't long ago that professional dress for lawyers
was constrained and predictable. Womenswear was
derivative of menswear, closets were full of monochromatic color schemes, and nude pantyhose or a
jacket and tie were part of the daily uniform. It was
an era of boxy-shouldered suits, when business casual was
an oxymoron and dress codes were often strictly enforced.
These days, legal fashion has loosened up. Depending on
where you live and your practice area, women are sporting
· sleeveless dresses at work and men are wearing dress shoes
with no socks.
"We have a generation that has never worn pantyhose in
their life, and that's great," says Tasha Brown, an attorney
and business development executive at DLA Piper's Chicago
office. "I remember going to stores and stocking up on nude
hosiery- that was what you did. That's a change and a wel- .
come one. I also see more color and flaif where everything
used to be navy and black. That's nice-it's good to have
pops of color where we didn't even have those before."
Traditionally, lawyers have been among the most
conservative dressers around (along with bankers and
accountants) with the goal to err on the side of formality. Although there hasn't exactly been a sea change in the
underlying dress principles, there has been a growing trend
toward comfort and style, which many are embracing.
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SARTORIAL SIRS

The changing fashion landscape
prompted attorney Douglas Hand
to pen The Laws ofStyle: Sartorial
Excellence for the Professional
Gentleman. The book, which was
recently published by the ABA, is a
lighthearted primer for men on better
wardrobe choices, providing guiding
principles on how to present yourself
to enhance-and advance-your career.
"We're at this inflection point aesthetically where business norms in manners
of dress have changed," says Hand, a
partner at Hand Baldachin & Amburgey
in New York City. "Casual Friday has
given way to a casual workplace in a
lot of offices and has thrown many
men into a state of confusion."
For men who find business casual too
challenging, Hand has a solution: Wear
a suit and tie. "It's also the perfect vessel
for men. Our problem areas, bodywise,
suits solve. [Suits] attempt to reduce the
male body to perfect balance-shoulders
wider than the middle. You never know
when you're going to meet a client or a
potential client, so wearing a suit rarely
serves you wrong."
Hand warns against copying the
business-casual trends seen in other
industries, such as the ubiquitous polo
shirt and khakis favored by certain tech
execs; he says it doesn't translate.
"Everyone needs to do it better," Hand
· says. "Inherent cavalierness in dressing
like that says to a client, 'Hey, my job is
so easy, any slob can do it.' "
FROM CASUAL TO COUTURE

Life often imitates art: Pop culture
trends, film, television and politics
have a trickle-down effect on fashion .
. In recent years, female politicians have
helped reshape what's acceptable, such
as Hillary Clinton's bright pantsuits or
Michelle Obama's sleeveless dresses.
"Michelle Obama gave us both
arms and legs," says Susan Scafidi,
the founder and director of the Fashion
Law Institute and a law professor
at Fordham University. "The first
controversy was her eschewing stockings, then the much louder controversy.
over her showing her fabulous biceps.
In her official portrait, she wore a
sleeveless dress. She made it safer for

American women to show their arms
in a more formal setting. You might
wear a jacket to court, but we don't have
to wear one all the time to show our
strength-the arms will do it for us."
Fictional lawyers also are leading
trends, like the characters on the popular USA Network show Suits. Set at
a law firm In New York City, the show
puts fashion front and center, boasting
that the characters' "winning wardrobes
... make them the sharpest team on television." The show's website provides a
sartorial shopping guide from each episode for those who can afford to splurge
on Balenciaga, Gucci or Tom Ford.
But high price tags aside, Suits
costume designer Jolie Andreatta
says the shapes and patterns worn
on the show provide inspiration for
everyday lawyerwear.
For the women on Suits, Andreatta
says she uses a lot of consignments.
"The clothes are recycled, which is
wonderful, and they're insanely good
quality. I find Dior, Chanel-and I use
a lot of it-but it's consignment."
Andreatta suggests scouring vintage
stores and online sites to add personality
and to find designer pieces at a fraction
of the cost. "Never be afraid of tailoring:
Don't be afraid to take it in and cut it up.
If a jacket is too long, don't be afraid to
cut 5 inches out of it. Or you could cut
a lapel down" to update a look and fit,
she says.
Andreatta began her career styling
attorneys more than 20 years ago,
when she and a friend would take
racks of clothes into law firms and
talent agencies. She says times have
changed-the palette has expanded,
allowing lawyers more license to inject
fun elements into their wardrobes.
'Women lawyers I meet want to
wear the items from Suits," Andreatta
says. "You want to look beautiful but
not provocative. Even seven years ago,
women were dressing to fit in, to challenge men-and that was their way to
compete with their colleagues. Now,
it's stronger and more to their benefit
to just be women."
Female attorneys aren't the only ones
who can find areas of self-expression
through fashion. On Suits, Andreatta
allows the personality of the male
characters to shine through in a variety
of ways. She adds romanticism with
a decorative pocket square; others are

dressed in vintage ties or bespoke, Savile Row-style suits.
Andreatta says the shirts for the male characters are
custom-made; and the tailor she works with in Toronto,
where the show is filmed, has dozens oflawyer clients who
order custom suits and shirts. "It's talerit and craftsmanship
that was starting to go away, and it seems to be coming back
again," Andreatta says, noting that this sort of patronage also
supports the artisans who ~ake the clothes.
NOT TOO TAILORED

Hand agrees there has been a resurgence in tailored
clothing, but he cautions against overdoing it. "You don't
want to be taken within firm culture as dressing as if you've
already made it," he says.
"It all goes back to the laws of style: It drives gentiemen
to the perfect mean. It will bring your style game up significantly, but if you're the peacock in jeopardy of being that
fashionable guy at the firm, it will rein you in a bit. Two
words that I think are key in how I want to present myself
and how any lawyer should: capable and elegant," he adds.

For men, Hand recommends
four fundamental suits every lawyer should own: a blue pinstripe,
gray flannel, flat blue and charcoal
pinstripe.
"I would overspend in this area
because these are suits you can wear
over and over again," Hand says.
''And a black suit, at least to me, is
a tuxedo."
Hand says his favorite suit, which
he's had for years, is an olive green,
peaked-collar, double-breasted
piece by Brioni. "But did I wear it in
my first six years of practice? Not
once. One, it made me look like
I was trying to look like a partner,
and I was at a firm with mostly
investment banker clients. I
needed to look like I was grinding
away on their M&A deals, not on
the terrace of a hacienda."
Harid now works for fashion ·
industry clients, which he says
allows him more sartorial license.
THE CASE FOR FLAIR

You never get a second chance to
make a first impression. This adage
couldn't be more critical than in
the courtroom, where the arbiters

might be weighing the legal case
but also judging those making the
arguments.
"It has been found that in the first
30 seconds of meeting someone,
people will form an opinion of you,
and most of what they're going to
interact with is your appearance,"
Hand says. "Not the RICO statute or
the '34 Act but what you look like.
So if you look elegant and capable,
that's a good thing. But if you look
like a schlub who doesn't pay attention to the details, that's not good."
Shelley Duff recognized the power .
of personal style while she worked
on a homicide trial as an assistant
public defender in Pittsburgh in
2011. Duff was meticulous about
how she dressed-carefully planning her ensembles from her sparkly
earrings to her stiletto.s . The case
ended up with a hung jury, and
when Duff had a chance to talk
to jurors about the verdict, she
was surprised by what she heard.
"One girl said, 'I couldn't wait
to see what you were going to wear
every day! ' I remember thinking, 'They are looking; they pay
attention to that kind of stuff.' It's

throw on a pair of spiked high heels. Her look changes
when she visits clients in jail or has a trial. That's when
her dress becomes more conservative.
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something you don't really think about,
but you're making an impression on the
jury by what you wear. I don't know if
that's good or bad, but it's definitely
something to think about," she says.
Duff now works in private practice
in Pittsburgh, but she hasn't changed
her approach to dressing. On top
of_being a career criminal defense
attorney, Duff is a musician,
so she gets to have fun
with what she wears on
stage. But she also lets her
light shine through in court
and at client meetings.
"As a lawyer, it's a balance
of being respectful and being an
individual," Duff says. "I want clients
to have confidence in me and not to look
disheveled. If you come in dressed sharply,
it gets attention. People feel good and have
confidence in you, and I definitely think
that's important.
"We have people looking at jail time
or facing serious consequences. When
someone meets me for the first time,
you do have to fit that stereotype
of what a lawyer's going to look like,"
she adds.
To that end, Duff says she always
pulls back her hair, but she'll still

THE BENCH RULES
According to Scafidi, the rules vary from court to
court, jurisdiction to jurisdiction. "In family court, you
dress differently than you would in criminal court or
appellate court," she says.
"With that being said, it is still true that the courtroom
is the last bastion of formality in America. We've stopped
dressing up for the theater, for church, but when it comes
to court, there are still rules," Scafidi adds.
Duff says she still likes to express herself with a fun
scarf or bright jewelry, and she has some blazers with
leather embellishments. But the idea isn't to look glamorous in court. "The law still has that aspect of tradition. It
doesn't let you go too far, but I try to push the boundaries
of what I wear and still be respectful," she says.
"And as you gain a reputation in the community and
courthouse, you get a little more flexibility. People know
who you are; they know your reputation," Duff adds.
"Everyone at court knows I'm a musician. I'd come
in trying to hide the blue streaks in my hair, but people
would say, 'Do you have blue in your hair? We like it-it's
interesting.' "
Nonetheless, courtroom attire remains relatively
conservative. "I remember a judge not talking to me
until I went and got a jacket," says Brown of DLA Piper.
"I had on slacks and a blouse."
Brown counsels lawyers at her firm to help them
impress and snag clients, and this can involve advice
on personal presentation and style. She emphasizes that
a winning look doesn't have to be cookie-cutter, and that
letting personality shine through can help. After all,
if you look good you feel good, and
confidence resonates.
"I tell people: 'Whatever
you feel best in' - I'm not
talking about ripped jeans
- 'is what you perform best
in,' " Brown says. "But what I
don't believe is that you have
to dress like a man version of
something to be professional, a
respected lawyer and appropriate.''
Brown admits it can be difficult
to find clothes that are easy, stylish
and professional. She was an early
adopter ofMM.LaFleur, an online
styling company that helps professional women create their own
look-including dresses, blazers
and accessories-and sends what
they pick out as a complete outfit.
"I've shared them with other
people. I find it easier than going
to stores and chasing styles,"
Brown says. "I don't want to go
spend $250 on a pair of slacks
and more on a suit coat that

I would only wear
occasionally. You can
wear something that's
a canvas and add a nice
necklace, cool shoes and
You can't wear just
tights. If I'm trying to be
lawyer-conservative, I'd
anything if you're taking
rather do that than go
the bar exam in Virginia.
entirely old-school."
Sure, you've got to be
· mentally prepared, but
Virtual and in-person
stylists provide a modern
you also need to be propsolution for busy legal
erly dressed.
professionals who might
The Virginia Board
of Bar 'Examiners has
or might not care much
a mandatory dress code
about fashion and don't
have time for leisure shop- stating that while law
ping. MM.LaFleur stylist
firms may have various
"dress down" policies,
Shelby Goldfaden says
"there is no 'dress down'
the company's goal is
or 'casual dress' policy at
to "take the work out
the Virginia Bar Exam.''
of dressing for work" by
Test takers "are expected
focusing on fashionable
to dress i'n proper attire.
but timeless pieces that
are machine-washable
For men, proper attire is
and wrinkle-resistant.
coat and tie. For women,
"Most importantly, we
proper attire is traditional
business attire.''
want you to look good
This enforced formality
and not think about your
outfit," Goldfaden says.
may be welcome for some
The 5-year-old company who are uncomfortable
has been conducting
with the shifting concepts
focus groups consisting
of propriety that blur the
of female attorneys to
line. Fashion observers
find. out what they're
say there is somewhat of
wearing in various profesa backlash by the younger
sional settings and how
generation against the
·that changes by region.
casual-dressing trend
Goldfaden says she was
of recent years, with
fascinated by the differmany millennials harking
ences in dress norms.
back to a more button''A few people said
down style.
that in certain counties,
Perhaps it's the cultural
women had to wear
exposure to more conskirts to court and
servative religious views
couldn't ·w ear pants,"
or ethnic dress, as multishe says. "Women in
culturalism in America
New York said wearing
continues to expand.
Or it could be the cycle
anything cropped made
them look less serious.
of fashion, where everyColor was very important
thing old is new again and
in court-stick to neutrals
designers seek fresh trends
- black, navy, charcoal.
by reviving old ones.
"I do think we're seeing
Others came in and said,
'When I'm in the office,
a lot more coverage," says
I can wear anything.' "
Scafidi of the Fashion
Law Institute, noting
longer sleeves and hemlines on the racks. "What
I'm hearing is a little bit
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more conservatism and
a desire to dress more
formally from the men.
A generation of men in their
20s who don't feel required
to wear suits to work, so
they're starting to embrace
tailoring a bit more. More
of the sense of the advice to
dress for the job you want.
Women are aware of the
need to look put together and
professional at some level but
are enjoying the freedom to
dress as they want."
Millennial attorney
Danielle Schivek, counsel
at Authentic Brands Group
in New York City, understands that she has wardrobe
options that weren't available
for attorneys even a decade
ago.
Schivek is a fan of the sartorial swagger of the lawyers
on Suits, particularly the
character Jessica Pearson, a
firm co-founder and former
managing partner who "has
never worn the same thing
twice in six years," according
to the show's website.
For Schivek, power-dressing has never appeared more
fashionable. Even though
Pearson dons a dress instead
of a formal suit, "she's a
strong, competent and powerful person," Schivek says.
"Whatever dress it ismaybe Alexander McQueen
and pumps-I don't see anything wrong with that. Yes,
she's a woman, but she's
strong and influential. She
[wears] amazing tops and
dresses. But if I ran those
outfits by someone from
another generation, they
would say, 'No, you need
a matching suit.' "
As a fan of fashion
throughoutschooland
her career, Schivek is an
astute observer of current
trends. She wrote an article
in September for the New
York Law Journal, "The
Rewritten Rules of Power

Dressing," after she came
across an old career-services
packet from her school that
encouraged women to wear
skirt suits and pantyhose to
interviews.
"I thought that was funny
because I couldn't remember
the last time I wore nude
pantyhose, other than when
my mother forced me when
I was young," Schivek says.
She remembers the traditional advice given by her
parents: Avoid patterns,
wear dark colors and stay
within the lane. The general
sentiment was: "You don't
~ant to be unique; you have
to look like an attorney,"
Schivek says. "But what does
an attorney look like to you?
It might be something differentforme."
But Schivek adds: "Mom
is right a lot of the time,
so in building my professional wardrobe, I definitely
thought I needed a dark suit.
But it's a skirt from Escada,
black wool with white wool
in there. It has something a
little fun for me. I couldn't
bear to do just plain black.
Another suit has a tuxedo
stripe down the pants leg
and on the lapel."
· Schivek acknowledges that
what a lawyer should wear
depends on the audience,
their position and personal
taste. For some, clothing is a
utilitarian afterthought. For
others, it's an art form.
On certain days, a lawyer's
outfit could be a suit of
armor that prepares them
mentally and visually for a
legal battle. The next day's
look might require a break
from the formality.
Schivek describes seeing
her firm's general counsel
alternately in jeans, buttondowns and a blazer but also
dressed in a three-piece suit.
"What an attorney looks
like today is totally fluid
and changing." •
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